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Our professionals will be there 
until the fitting of the final shelf, 

guaranteeing a smooth 
installation  and an attractive 

final product.

Expertly Installed

Liberty’s pharmacy experts will be 
there to guide you through every 
step of the process, from planning 

and design to installation.

Expert Consultation

Liberty Workspaces is committed to bring 
quality products and workstation solutions



Sharing years of industry-leading medication management expertise, Liberty’s Lionville 
pharmacy fixtures offer turnkey pharmacy storage solutions that are specifically 

designed for every area of your pharmacy. Lionville pharmacy fixtures meet your 
storage needs and maximize efficiency for unit dose, order entry, sterile prep, and 

many other important areas throughout your facility. In addition, our planning 
consultants offer design expertise and a full understanding of how to make your 

pharmacy’s workflow run more efficiently.

Helping you gain
control of your

pharmacy

We analyze your pharmacy workflow requirements in 
order to ensure efficiency.
From configuration options to quality materials, 
Liberty’s has the solution you need.

Built For Your Needs A Perfect Solution

libertyworkspace.com
1.888.983.2755



The picking station is the most dynamic area of the pharmacy. 
As your needs change, Liberty’s Lionville pharmacy fixtures 
change with you. Our work stations can be easily reconfigured 
on-site to accommodate any distribution method, including unit 
dose distribution, decentralized automatic dispensing systems, 
centralized robotic filling or any future distribution technology.

Every picking station is site specific, allowing each facility to 
design for its own unique requirements.



Adaptive Picking
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Liberty’s Lionville pharmacy fixtures are created from the 
ground up to deliver flexibility, easy configuration, 
exceptional strength and durability. Liberty’s Lionville 
pharmacy fixtures are created from the ground up to 
deliver flexibility, easy configuration, exceptional 
strength and durability.
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value-added 
solutions:

STORAGE AND SPACE ANALYSIS: 

QUOTES: 

Liberty will provide you with a comprehensive 
storage and space analysis. We’ll make 
recommendations on how to maximize your 
available space. Best of all, this analysis is 
absolutely free.

In addition to working with your available 
space, we also work with your budget. 
We’ll provide you with quotes for the most 
cost-effective solution.

For more information about how Liberty can improve 
your pharmacy workflow efficiency contact us today.

libertyworkspace.com
1.888.983.2755

info@libertyworkspaces.com


